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Universal Shoulder Immobilizer
Instructions for Use

Please read these instructions completely and carefully 
before applying this product. Correct application is important 

for proper function of this product.
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Universal Shoulder Immobilizer
Instructions for Use

Use and Care:
Hand wash in cold water using mild soap. Rinse thoroughly and air dry. If not rinsed thoroughly, 
soap residue may cause skin irritation and material breakdown.
Warning:
This product is to be used under the supervision of a medical health professional. This device is not 
intended for unsupervised public use. If you experience any pain, swelling, sensation changes, or 
any unusual reactions while wearing this product, consult your medical professional immediately.
Warranty:
Top Shelf Orthopedics will replace all or part of the brace for defects in material or workmanship 
for the period of six months from the date of purchase.
Caution:
Federal Law (USA) restricts this device for sale by or on the order of a licensed healthcare professional.

Application Instructions

Immobilizer with DETACHABLE wrist and humeral bicep cu�

1.  Wrap abdominal belt around upper waist area and secure at front and trim to
      length if too long.
2.  Position the detachable wrist and humeral bicep cu� on the abdominal belt at the 
      appropriate locations when the arm is bent.
3.  Secure the detachable humeral bicep cu� around the bicep and trim to length if necessary.
4.  Secure the detachable wrist strap around the wrist and trim to length if necessary.
5.  Secure both ends of the shoulder harness strap to the abdominal belt so that the
      tri-lock slide adjustment is to the front on the una�ected shoulder.

Please read these instructions completely and carefully before applying this product. 
Correct application is important for proper function of the brace.
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Indications: Shoulder stabilization, rotator cu� surgery, bankart surgery, joint separation, muscle strain, anterior, inferior, posterior instability.

Immobilizer with AFFIXED humeral (Bicep) cu�

1.  Wrap abdominal belt around upper waist area and secure at front and trim to 
      length if too long.
2.  Position the arm over the secured humeral bicep cu� and place the detachable wrist
       strap on the abdominal belt at the appropriate location.
3.   Secure the humeral bicep cu� to the bicep and trim to length if necessary.
4.   Secure the detachable wrist strap around the wrist - trim to length if necessary.
5.   Secure both ends of the shoulder harness strap to the abdominal belt so that the
       tri-lock slide adjustment is to the front on the una�ected shoulder.


